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Accessibility
VeriGuide serves to support and 
maintain assignment database 
for students and educators.

MORE THAN ORIGINALITY

Readability
VeriGuide assists educators to 
assess students' writing ability 
over time with our readability 
features.

Originality
VeriGuide aims to promote 
academic integrity with 
VeriGuide's similarity detection 
capabilities.

VeriGuide™           維
誠The first automatic English and Chinese similarity text detection system
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Facts about plagiarism (Source: www.plagiarism.org)

➡ A study by The Center for Academic Integrity found that almost 80% of 

college students admit to cheating at least once.

➡ According to a survey by the Psychological Record, 36% of 

undergraduates have admitted to plagiarizing written material.

➡ A poll conducted by US News and World Reports found that 90% of 

students believe that cheaters are either never caught or have never been 

appropriately disciplined.

➡ The State of Americans: This Generation and the Next (Free Press, July 

1996) states that 58.3% of high school students let someone else copy 

their work in 1969, and 97.5% did so in 1989.

EVENTS

What we have 
participated... 

VeriGuide participated various 
exhibitions such as CUHK MoE 
Key Laboratory exhibition, 
Microsoft Research Asia 10th 
Anniversary Innovation Forum 
to introduce our technology and 
services.

VeriGuide 
User 

Interface

What is VeriGuide?

VeriGuide is a computer system that allows users to analyze their 

documents and manages their submissions.  Detailed statistical reports with 

originality percentage and readability grading will be generated to users.

VeriGuide aims to promote academic integrity with VeriGuide's similarity 

detection capabilities. It is the first automatic English and Chinese similarity 

detection system in the world. We match various formats of submitted files 

within the submission, with past submissions, internet resources and other 

provided databases. Originality reports will be generated to help teachers 

and students to review.
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Features

Web-based

VeriGuide is a web-based application that can be accessed anywhere and 

anytime over the internet.

Assignment Collection

VeriGuide can act as an assignment collection system and maintain 

assignment databases for institutions.

Support Traditional and Simplified Chinese

VeriGuide supports the text similarity detection of both Traditional Chinese 

and Simplified Chinese in additional to English.

Readability Assessment

VeriGuide’s readability feature in both English and Traditional Chinese 

shows the level of complexity of the essay for assessment.

Support Common Document Formats

We support electronic submissions of various file formats such as 

Microsoft Office, OpenOffice, Adobe PDF, etc.

Detailed Originality and Statistical Reports

Originality report combines of similarity and readability statistics, block-

based charts, side-by-side comparison, etc.

Side-by-side Comparison

Submitted content and the original content are displayed side-by-side 

with suspected plagiarized content highlighted.

Side-by-side 
Comparison

NEWS

What mass media 
interviewed us...

Various mass media such as 
Mingpao Daily, Singtao Daily, 
Hong Kong Economic Time, 
etc, interviewed us to learn 
more about our technology and 
services.
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Register for a Free Trial!
Step 1: Go to http://www.veriguide.org/register

Step 2: Fill in your information and submit it

Step 3: Click the activation link we send to you

Step 4: Login to http://www.veriguide.org/login

Step 5: Click ‘VeriGuide Basic’ after login

Step 6: Select a document and submit it

Step 7: Originality report will be sent to you once it is  

generated

Act now! Contact us!
Tel: +(852) 3163 4266

Email: veriguide@cuhk.edu.hk

Website: www.veriguide.org

Address: Rm1024, Ho Sin-Hang Engineering 

Building, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 

Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong

Contact Us 
Now!

Organizations We Serve

➡ Education Bureau, H.K.S.A.R.
➡ King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi 

➡ Hong Kong Education City Limited 
➡ Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority (HKEAA) 

➡ Hong Kong Shue Yan University

➡ Macau Polytechnic Institute 
➡ Peking University

➡ Taylor and Francis Asia Pacific
➡ The Chinese University of Hong Kong 

➡ The Chinese University of Hong Kong - Tung Wah Group of Hospitals Community College 

➡ The Open University of Hong Kong 
➡ Vocational Training Council

Benefits

Mobility

Access is available anytime and anywhere

Productivity

Save time and cost in managing courses and collecting assignments

Flexibility

Almost full coverage of all assignment languages in Hong Kong,

Macau, Taiwan and China

Assessibility

Tracking of student’s writing performance is made easy

Compatibility

Covers a large number of popular document formats

Informatory

Detailed statistics of similarity and readability are available for analysis

Convenience

Quick and easy comparison of suspected plagiarized content to the original 

content
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